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Take Your Content Mobile with Cascade Server 
Are you feeling left behind with the explosive growth of mobile and responsive sites?  Not sure which way to turn but know 
you need to do something?  Learn more about your options here, so you can reach the growing population of mobile users. 

Mobile Sites
Typically, a mobile site is created either as a separate site or as 
different output of the main site’s content. Using a separate mobile 
site allows you to fully customize the experience your web visitors 
get when they access your site from mobile devices. Using a 
different output makes it easy to use the same content without 
duplicating your efforts.

Responsive Design
Responsive design uses fluid proportion-based grids and flexible images and content in conjunction with breakpoints 
where the web design changes based on the dimensions of the visitor’s browsing device. Responsive design allows full 
customization of the look and feel for each device and re-uses the same content or variations of it across different devices. 

The Scoop...
Whether you decide to create a mobile site, a mobile output or a fully responsive web design, Cascade Server makes it 
easier than ever to take your content mobile.  How, you ask?

• Every new client receives a free mobile output with our basic QuickStart training and integration package.
• You can seamlessly cross-link between mobile sites and full sites.
• Cascade Server allows unlimited page outputs and publishing destinations. That means you can create different 

outputs for tablets, mobile, full-screen, print-friendly, pdf, etc.  Output to your heart’s content!
• It’s a cinch to customize content for different browsers by creating multiple versions of content from the same 

interface right inside the CMS.
• No other CMS makes content sharing and content re-use across sites and outputs as easy as Cascade Server does!
• Cascade Server fully supports HTML5 for the best mobile browsing experience possible.

Want to create a responsive design? Check out a few examples of Cascade Server clients who have already done it.


